


Bright and Shiny 
Bright and Shiny is an innovative multi-sensorial experience dedicated to children aged 7 
and under. This is the first arts inspired experience for babies and toddlers, where their 
cognitive response to bright and shiny experiences in visuals and sound is explored. 
Playeum has curated specially designed artistic experiences in contemporary art, 
performance and screen. Recognizing young children as valid audiences for cultural 
experiences is at the heart of this interactive exhibition.  

Playeum welcomes children to touch, feel, smell, hear and embrace this multi-sensorial 
fiesta in the park! Playeum has especially curated a children’s play museum space in the 
amphitheatre. 

Come up close and engage intimately with: 

∞ Mr Sun Yu Li’s shiny sculptures of nature in the Sculpture Zone of the park. 

∞ Play all day in Playeum’s art inspired playground with Construction Garden, Spinning 
Drawing columns by Chih Wen Chaw and Percussion drums 

∞ Sculpt, Build, Fold, Stick and Paste at various interactive stations at the Shiny Clay 
Station, The Shimmering wearable art station and Glossy collages 

∞ Immerse in a sing-a-long with International Artist and children’s songwriter Corrine 
Gibbons 

∞ Drum loudly with Amit Gilboa with his shiny percussion! 

∞ Speak, sing or shout and watch the screen at Steve’s lawler interactive art 
installation on screen 

∞ Build your own Glow-in-the-dark forest with Tay Bee Aye 

∞ Move and paint with Rachel Jordan 

∞ Create your own music with Sonic Installation by Ion Furjanic and Issac Souweine 

∞ Create the giant caterpillar and train with Singapore’s leading illustrator Eeshaun 

 

Bright and Shiny celebrates several novel experiences for young Singaporean children. : 

‐ Innovative works for children by children involving a range of tactile multi-media 
experiences as well as new technologies 

‐ Recognizing children constructive learning ability in an open ended environment 
within Construction Garden, Glow-in-the-dark garden, Shiny Collage 

‐ Exploring sounds and music through Sonic Peace Game, Drumming and Singing 

‐ Play and large movements through the visual arts 

 

Enjoy! 
 


